Q U I C K S TA R T G U I D E
G I AVA N N I WA S H I N G TO N , P H D

Three Steps To Getting Started With Your
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“Caring for myself is not self indulgence. It is selfpreservation, and that is an act of political warfare.”
-Audre Lorde
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INTRODUCTION:
ORACLE DECKS
The words divination and oracle have roots in Latin meaning “to be inspired by a
god,” and “divine announcement,” respectively. I believe that Oracle decks, and other
systems of card divination like Tarot and Lenormand, are portals for connection -connection to Spirit/God/Universe (please use whatever term resonates with you!),
and also connection to your own inner wisdom and innate healing capabilities.
If you’re new to metaphysics or divination, an important distinction to make is
that Oracle decks are not Tarot decks. Oracle decks and Tarot decks are different in
their history, their structure and their approach to wisdom. The first Tarot deck, the
Visconti-Sforza deck created for the Duke of Milan’s family, appeared around the year
1440. Tarot cards have 78 cards, divided into two groups: 22 Major Arcana and 56 Minor Arcana. The Minor Arcana are numbered and divided into four suits (wands,
swords, pentacles, and cups). Though they started as playing cards for parlor games,
over time Tarot developed into a tool for divination. Because Tarot decks must have
this configuration, there tends to be a universality of meaning across Tarot decks irrespective of the creator or theme of the art in the deck.
The first Oracle deck, the Burning Serpent deck, was published in 1775. And unlike Tarot, Oracle decks are not beholden to the same structural restrictions, and, as
such, have as many manifestations are there are creators. Oracle decks differ in
shape, number of cards, theme, and approach. What I deeply appreciate about oracle
decks is their level of accessibility. Typically, oracle decks do not require the long
years of study that it takes to master the Tarot. Any person desiring insight about a
situation or guidance for moving forward can access the wisdom of whichever Oracle
decks resonates with them.
I created The Black Goddess Within Oracle Deck to be both a portal for connection with Spirit/God/Universe and a tool that would help the reader develop intuition
around creating, maintaining and protecting their self care practice. Use this deck
when you desire divine inspiration from the stories of the Goddesses from the continent of Africa.
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ORIGIN: THE BLACK GODDESS
WITHIN ORACLE DECK
Created in response to the historical vilification of the Black Body, The Black Goddess Within Oracle Deck changes the narrative of Black Bodies, Black Women and
Black People through the distribution of
images of Goddesses from all over Africa.
By illustrating the divinity, power, and
purpose inherent in the Black lived experience, we intend for these images to illuminate Black humanity and beauty while
inspiring deep insight.

bols, signs and images, take on meaning
that become normalized. By distributing
these images worldwide — through social
media, oracle decks, installations, exhibits and lectures– we add another voice to
the conversation around the Black Body,
ultimately normalizing the humanity in
that which for so long has been dehumanized and denigrated.

To create the deck we took a group of
Black Women through a transformative
process while on retreat, which culminated in a photo shoot of each participant meeting the Goddess. These Goddess images were given an aura of magic,
medicine, and mysticism to inspire and
provide images of positivity and change.
Ultimately, the images were coupled with wisdom found in the stories of
the goddesses and geographies from the
vast continent of Africa. The deck comprises 13 cards -- 7 goddess cards and 6
concept cards.
We chose this medium because
nearly all human communication is nonverbal. Symbols, signs, and images carry
much of our cultural and social information. Through repeated use, these sym-

-- Tanee O. meets Ma’at, the Egyptian
Goddess of truth and justice
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CONNECTION
We are living in a moment in time during which we have increasingly immediate access to increasing amounts of information -- more than at any other time in our existence as a species. Yet, paradoxically, we are experiencing extreme levels of loneliness
and depression. Recent developments in technology -- handheld computing, highspeed internet, smart phones -- have linked us beyond connection and left many of us
suffering in emotional isolation. The Black Goddess Within Oracle Deck provides a
powerful opportunity to connect with yourself, with a trusted collaborator for whom
you might do reading & to Spirit. Access all that is available using the outlined steps!
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STEP ONE

ENLIGHTEN: GETTING TO KNOW
YOUR DECK
Before your first use, carve out some time to familiarize yourself with the images and
the guidance on each card. The images on the front of the cards powerfully depict either a woman as she met the Goddess, a sacred geography, or an aspect of transformation. Each image utilizes attributes known to be associated with the goddesses and
their stories: colors, symbols, implements, animals, dress etc. To help you contextualize each image, the information on the back of the card is divided into 4 sections:
•
•
•
•

The name of the Goddess or Concept
The country, region or people from which the Goddess or Concept originates
A synopsis of the wisdom offered
A call to action through the lens of self care

The images and wisdom found in The Black Goddess Within Oracle Deck are a
unique contribution to the world of oracle decks. We suggest that you get to know the
deck before doing any readings: put your hands on the cards, feel them, get to know
their shape, thickness and weight. What do you notice about the energy of the deck?
How do you feel when you hold the cards? When the cards start to feel good in your
hands, you’re ready for the next step.

-- Kim G. meets Oya, the Yoruba
Goddess with dominion over words
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S T E P T WO

INQUIRE: QUESTIONS THAT WILL
OPEN THE WAY
Now that you have become familiar with your deck, it’s time to craft the kinds of question that will open the way for you to be inspired by the wisdom awaiting you in the
deck.
First, prepare yourself and the space to receive a “divine announcement” through
the cards. Consider this to be a sacred conversation between you and Spirit/God/
Universe. The word sacred has many meanings -- venerated, devoted, reverence -and for readings, my favorite definition is “dedicated.” This is a moment during which
you are dedicating yourself to your clearest vision and highest good. If candles or incense or {insert your preferred sacred object/activity} help your space feel good, then
great! But please be assured that there are no accessories necessary. You can simply
create a sacred space with intention. The path toward deep personal excavation and
transformation starts with your willingness to access your deepest intuition.
Since this Oracle deck was designed to help you develop your intuition, questions
that elicit responses about how to meet the situation in which you find yourself are the
most ideal. Yes/no questions do not work for this deck as it is not designed to give you
finite answers. The Black Goddess Within Oracle Deck presents its wisdom in such a
way that you have the opportunity to see your situation from a variety of angles.
The most straight forward way to pull a card is to ask: “what is my inspiration for
the day?” This question doesn’t require any crafting and will still give you wisdom and
guidance for your day. My “go-to” question is “What does Spirit want me to know
about this situation?” Other questions that open the inquiry include:
• What do I need to know about this situation?
• How can I resolve ________ ?
• How can I resolve ________ with {insert how you want to feel or be}?
• What information will help me meet this situation with {insert how you want to
feel or be}?
What other questions can you craft that will open the door to helpful insights?
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STEP THREE

OPEN THE PORTAL:
THE SINGLE CARD SPREAD

Now that you’ve gotten to know your Black Goddess Within Oracle Deck and clarified
your line of inquiry with a deftly crafted question, you are ready to select your first
card!
Align your body and mind in whatever way works for you. You can try any one
or a combination of the following: closing your eyes, taking 3 deep breaths, stretching,
doing a quick traditional or moving meditation. Let me emphasize that there is no
“one-size-fits-all” way to prepare for receiving the wisdom of the deck, please do whatever makes you most receptive.
Now it’s time to shuffle the deck. You can do this in whatever way feels comfortable. You can shuffle the deck like a deck of playing cards, you can move the cards
around in your hand creating a new order with each movement or you can even spread
them out a table and move them around that way.
When you feel that the cards are sufficiently shuffled, select the card to which
you feel attracted. You can look at or touch the cards to determine which card has the
wisdom to meet your current question. I have some decks that light up in my hand.
What I mean is, I feel a tingle and a bit of warmth in my hands when I touch the deck.
This sensation increases when I am touching the card with the message for today.
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Since The Black Goddess Within Oracle Deck has the image on both sides (watermarked on the back side), you may want to pull cards from this deck with your eyes
closed so as not to unduly influence your card selection. Also, sometimes a card will
jump or fall out during the process of shuffling. This is called “a jumper,” and may be
the response to your question!
Once you have selected your card, examine the image on the front. Take a moment to consider the colors, any action or movement, the tools or implements, the
background and anything else you notice on the card. As you are holding your question, you may find that these aspects may hold meaning for you. The more you use the
deck, the more you will discover about the images.
Once you’ve taken in the image, turn the card over and read about the it. You
will find the name of the Goddess or Concept, the country, region or people from
which the Goddess or Concept originates, a synopsis of the wisdom offered, and a call
to action through the lens of self care. The wisdom you seek may be found in any of
the messages on the back of the card. Taken together with the image, this bundle of
sacred inspiration may elucidate your current situation or provide you with guidance
for your next steps.
Congratulations! You just completed your first single card spread!

Ready for more? Click Here To Join Meet The Goddess Within: A Self Care
Course for Those Working Toward Racial Healing and Ancestral Restoration.

With all the love in my heart,
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